Observations 
the SAMPEX mission is given by Baker et al. [1993] and descriptions of the PET and LICA instruments are provided by Cook et al. [1993] and Mason et al. [1993] . These instruments provide electron measurements with up to 0.1 sec time resolution and coverage between +82øand at all longitudes, and for E_•0.035
MeV (LICA) and E_•0.40 MeV (PET).
Events of interest are identified by looking for enhancements in the electron fluxes observed by PET which occur when HALO E provides several days of continuous observations within a confined latitude range. The 4-82 ølatitudinal coverage of SAMPEX permits full advantage to be taken of the HALO E NO coverage.
The HALOE is described by Russell et al. [1993] . 
Data Analysis
In the present study, we focus on NO between 50 and 120 km. We examine changes in NO which occur during those periods when HALO E makes several days ELECTRONS' EVIDENCE FOR NOy Figures 2a and 3a show that during these electron events, low energy electrons increase first followed 1-2 days later by those with higher energies. This is ex- We conclude that the NO increases occurring during the SAMPEX events examined are consistent with, and most likely due to, NO s formation associated with precipitating relativistic electrons, and that electron precipitation events with E_>35 keV, occurring in the outer trapping regions of the magnetosphere, can provide a significant source of NO for altitudes between m60 to 120 kin. The largest absolute NO increases occur from 100-120 krn. We note that though this study only examines only two electron events observed with SAMPEX, and the associated NO increases observed by ttALOE, numerous other events have been identified in the SAM-PEX and ttALOE data sets which show similar NO increases with some variations in magnitude. Some of these events are shown on 
